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Mindfulness of the Buddha

Requires Virtuous Conduct
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ڇਢଅֲՀΔሐᐚՋऱழଢΔ۵ඒ
㠪ᙰऱԳᚨᇠฝଅฝঋΔނ౬ຟޏ
Ա،Δܡঞ܃ᝑऱ٦ړΔڶԳઌॾΙ༉
ਢڶԳઌॾΔ߷ՈਢྤवऱԳઌॾΙڶव
ᢝऱԳԫΔ༉್נᆬࠐԱΖլڇ۵
ඒ㠪Δψ۔ॡᚮ࢚ఇΔךԳΖωࠄ
ဠೕऱࠃΙᅝྥΔ࣠ڕ܃ਢ۔ॡΔటޏመ
ଥ۩ΔՂ࢚ఇ࢚۵ΔլনԳΔՈګאױ
۵ऱΔᓊۃՕஃ༉ڶଡ۔ॡஈݬΖ
אছڶԫଡଥ۩ऱԳΔ࢚הতྤॳ
ᚦॲ۵Δ܀ਢהৰ֨ऱΔչᏖࡋΛ༉
ᎬΕ८Δהᗨ፝Աԫࠄ८ΕᎬ
Ζᦫᎅᄕᑗਢ႓८چΔ८ॺൄ
հڍΔהუΚψ߷ࠝ႓८چΔݺࠩس
ᄕᑗΔԫࡳװൺ८Μωڶԫ࢚֚ה
۵Δߠॳᚦॲ۵ࠐԱΖॳᚦॲ۵ኙה
ᎅΚψ܃վ֚ᚨᇠسᄕᑗԱΔຍଡ
८ΕᎬאױԫದຟထװΖωהՕપ
ڶΕնࠟۍᎬΔ༉ຟ࣋ڇᓊဎՂΔה
۞աᝫࠐլ݄֗ࠩຍଡᓊဎՂΔᓊဎ༉
ڶԱΔॳᚦॲ۵הނऱᎬΕ८ஞߨ
ԱΖהᎅΚψ୍Μॳᚦॲ۵Ոਢᦟᙒ
ऱΔՈᦟ८ΕᎬΔהߠݺऱᙒ༉
ނ،ஞߨԱΖω
ڇהԫଡ୮அ㠪۰ထΔຍ֪Գ୮ࠎ塄
הΖڇإຍଡழଢΔຍ୮ऱᨯΔسԱԫ
ೋ՛ᨯΔ՛ᨯԫࠐسנ༉ڽԱΜຍ֪Գ୮

During this time and age of decaying morality and ethics, those of us
within Buddhism must transform the social atmosphere and renovate the
traditions so as to completely change all of our putrefying habits. If you
don’t do that, then no matter what great things you advocate, no one
will believe you; even if there are people who believe you, these are the
ignorant people because those with learning will be able to recognize the
falsehood immediately. Don’t be like the “tiger that wears the recitation
beads, feigning to be a good person,” doing all sorts of pretentious things.
Of course, if you are a real tiger and truly reformed yourself to cultivate,
and then you wear the recitation beads and recite the Buddha’s name, and
you don’t bite people, you can also become a Buddha. The Great Dharma
Master Lian Chi (Lotus Pool) had a tiger disciple.
A long time ago, there was a cultivator who practiced reciting “Namo
Amitabha Buddha.” But he was greedy. What was he greedy for? He was
very greedy for silver and gold; he also had an accumulation of some
gold and silver. When he heard that the ground of the Land of Ultimate
Bliss is made of gold and that there is a lot of gold there, he thought,
“Since the ground is paved with gold, I want to be reborn in the Land
of Ultimate Bliss. I must go there to dig for gold!” One day as he was
reciting the Buddha’s name, he saw Amitabha Buddha appearing before
him. Amitabha Buddha said to him, “You should be reborn in the Land
of Ultimate Bliss today. You can bring all the gold and silver with you.”
He had approximately 400 to 500 ounces of silver and gold pieces, and
he placed them on top of the lotus flower. But before he could sit on top
of the lotus flower, the lotus flower vanished. Amitabha Buddha took all
his silver and gold pieces and disappeared with them. So he said, “Wow!
Amitabha Buddha loves money too; he also likes gold and silver. He saw
my money and took it.”
At the time, he was living with a family; this family was supporting
him. Precisely at that time, the family’s donkey gave birth to a baby donkey,
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ຍଡ՛ᨯߚ㠪ৰૹΔଳၲԫΔ۔ଥ۩
ऱᎬΕ८ຟڇ՛ᨯऱߚ㠪Ζຍଡ۔ଥ
۩ᎅΚψݺऱܴ֨ૹړΜࢉຍݺڃ
װΔװ࣠ڕԱΔլ༉ᨯԱΛࠐຍଡ
ॳᚦॲ۵ࠐ൷ݺΔլਢటإऱቼΖωਢ
լਢటॳڶᚦॲ۵ࡋΛॳᚦॲ۵ਢڶऱΖ
܀ਢΔԳߵवߵߠ༉ᄎ״ტᦅቼΔ߷ଡᦅ
Ոᄎॳࡉנᚦॲ۵ԫᑌऱઌΖᄕᑗ
ឈྥᎅਢ႓८چΔݺଚवߠԫࡳإΔ
֊ಖլس֨ΔլತΖה༉ڂڶ
ԫ࢚ൺ८Δ༓༓ګ᧢ᨯΔݺଚڼطຟᚨ
ᇠ࿇ԫଡᤚஔ֨Δլ౨ܓ۞ߏ۞ژऱ֨Ζ
ழழࠥࠥܗژԳऱ৸უΔחԳ౨ߨࠩ
إሁΔຍ༉ਢ்ഛ܃ऱᐚ۩ऱԫଡഗ៕Ζ
ਢ۞ߏ۞ܓΔࠃՈ۞աټᥩΕچ
ۯΔຍྤݮխ༉ڶ༞ΔՈڶ༞ڇڂ㠪ᙰΙ
߷ࢬ܃ࠩऱຟլᄎՆΔچڂլటΔ࣠
ᔡ߮ڴΖ᜔ۖߢհΔڶᐚ۩ΕڶሐᐚΙ
ਢڶሐᐚΔ܃༉ਢ࢚۵ΔڶழଢՈᄎ
ᦅڶᎽऱΖ
ڇݺଉཽՕᚡ՞სᘋڝΔሖࠩڶԫ
ଡֺؚۣԮΖչᏖۣԮࡋΛڇ
ԫଡࢪ㠪լ݄լॎΔߨԼ֚Δຍൄ
۩ԿਡΔԾ۵ԺԿਡΖה༉ଥຍଡ۵
ԺԿਡΔ࢚ה۵࢚۵Δყ࢚ყՕᜢΔყ
࢚ყՕᜢψতྤॳᚦॲ۵Εতྤॳᚦॲ
۵//////ωהᦫݺຍᑌ࢚Δवሐڶהቼ
ԱΔ༉װהΖ
הၒৰݶΔ߷ڇଡࢪ㠪ԫᢰၒԫᢰ
࢚۵Ζਢ৻ᏖࠃڃΛࠐຍଡֺছسਢ
ଡׄΔڂהᐔՂ܂ՠΕౙضΔվس༉
سދԳΔԾࡉࡸΙࡉࡸΔ܀ਢׄࢤ
ᝫլޏΔ᜔ਢကৰՕΖהչᏖຍᏖၒ
ࡋΛ༉ڂߠॳᚦॲ۵ࠐԱΔڇהಳထ
ॳᚦॲ۵ΖࠡኔΔהထԱᦅቼΔࠀլਢ
ॳᚦॲ۵ࠐԱΔਢ௧㠪ԫයֽׄࠐԱΖڂ
ॳ࢚הᚦॲ۵ઌΔຍଡֽࢡ༉᧢ॳګᚦ
ॲ۵ࠐᎈ༝הΔࢬא༉אਢॳᚦॲ۵נ
ԱΔה༉ಳထॳᚦॲ۵ၒΖࠝ߷ࠩݺ
հ৵ΔشݺԫጟऄΔధԱຍଡᦅऱቼΔ
הթൕቼ㠪ಲࠐנԱΖ
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but this baby donkey died soon after birth! This family saw that the baby
donkey’s stomach was very heavy, so they opened the stomach: the old
cultivator’s silver and gold pieces were all inside the baby donkey’s stomach.
So this old cultivator said, “My greed is extremely great! Fortunately, I
didn’t go this time; if I had gone, I would have become a donkey! That
Amitabha Buddha who came to take me wasn’t a real Buddha.” Is there a
true Amitabha Buddha? Yes, there is. But one who has wrong knowledge
and views will attract demonic states, and that demon will take on the
appearance of Amitabha Buddha. Although the ground of the Land of
Ultimate Bliss is made of gold, we must have proper knowledge and views
and remember not to be greedy, not to crave money. Because he had a
thought of digging for gold, he almost became a donkey. Hence, we must
always maintain a mind of awakening and shame, and not be selfish and
pursue personal benefits.
If you can constantly and at all moments wish to help others walk the
proper path, this is a way of nurturing and cultivating the foundation of
your virtuous conduct. If you are selfish and pursuing personal advantages,
so that you do charitable deeds only for the sake of your own fame and
social status, then invisibly there will be evil causes within the deeds.
Then, whatever you attain will not last long, will not be true and real, and
will be twisted and warped. In sum, one must act virtuously and be ethical
and moral. If you lack ethics and morality, then even if you are mindful of
the Buddha, sometimes you will still encounter demonic obstacles.
When I was at Cixing Monastery on Lanto Island in Hong Kong,
I met a Bhikshu who was practicing a session on reciting the Buddha’s
name standing up. For 90 days, he walked around a room without sitting
down or sleeping. This is called Constantly Walking Samadhi or Buddha
Strength Samadhi. He was cultivating this Buddha Strength Samadhi.
One day, his voice gradually became louder and louder as he recited
“Namo Amitabha Buddha, Namo Amitabha Buddha...” When I heard
him reciting like this, I knew that he was experiencing some mental states,
so I went to check up on him.
He was running very fast inside the room as he was reciting the Buddha’s
name. What was happening? This Bhikshu in his previous life had been
an ox who plowed the rice fields for the temple, so in this lifetime, he was
reborn as a human being and became a Bhikshu. But as a Bhikshu, he
hadn’t changed his ox characteristics and still had a huge temper. Why was
he running like that? He saw Amitabha Buddha appearing before him,
so he was chasing Amitabha Buddha. What was really going on? He had
entered a demonic state; it wasn’t Amitabha Buddha who came to him
but a water buffalo. Since he was reciting the Buddha’s name, this water
demon transformed into Amitabha Buddha to beguile him, making him
believe that Amitabha Buddha had appeared, so he was running in the
room chasing after Amitabha Buddha. When I got there, I used a skill to
break through his demonic state, so he was able to escape from the state.

